
Abstract Data sensitivity can pose a formidable

barrier to data sharing. Knowledge of species

current distributions from data sharing is critical

for the creation of watch lists and an early

warning/rapid response system and for model

generation for the spread of invasive species. We

have created an on-line system to synthesize dis-

parate datasets of non-native species locations

that includes a mechanism to account for data

sensitivity. Data contributors are able to mark

their data as sensitive. This data is then ‘fuzzed’ in

mapping applications and downloaded files to

quarter-quadrangle grid cells, but the actual

locations are available for analyses. We propose

that this system overcomes the hurdles to data

sharing posed by sensitive data.
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The invasion problem

Invasive species present one of the greatest

challenges in the 21st century due to harmful

effects to native species and ecosystems, human

health, and the economy (Mack et al. 2000;

Pimentel et al. 2005). Additionally, costs of con-

trol drastically increase and the possibility of

eradication drastically decreases with the size of

the infestation (Rejmanek and Pitcairn 2002).

Thus, we need coordinated efforts for early

detection and rapid response to contain new

infestations of invasive species. Likewise, it is

necessary for resource managers to have a

mechanism to share information on locations of

invasive species, which cross political and man-

agement boundaries. As simple as it sounds,

several cultural and technological issues constrain

the sharing of data.

Constraints to data sharing

There are at least three cases involving species data

where the data could be regarded as ‘‘sensitive’’,

and barriers to data sharing could exist despite the

necessity of merging the sensitive data with other

data for analyses. The United States is a patchwork

of land ownership, mixing areas of private, city,

county, state, and federal lands. Information for

species found on public land is generally in the
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public domain, but private property rights’ issues

arise when considering knowledge of species found

on private lands. For example, some counties can

cite private land owners for failure to control

noxious weeds. The weeds themselves can often

lead to a devaluation of the property, such as the

identification of leafy spurge (Euphorbia esula), a

species that can be toxic to cattle, on a ranch in

western North Dakota.

Openly sharing data can lead to poaching. For

example, the potential poaching of biological

control agents from sites where they have been

released is especially worrisome in their initial

phase where the cost for organisms can be very

great (e.g., $1/each). Poaching at pilot biological

control sites can have devastating consequences if

the pilot population is not yet established enough

to withstand harvesting, whereas if the population

were left alone for a certain amount of time, it

would probably develop into a good source for

collection.

A final, tangential area of sensitive data in-

volves location information on rare, threatened,

or endangered species. In analyzing the impact of

invasive species, it can be helpful to examine their

distribution in relation to sensitive species.

However, locations of these sensitive species are

restricted to agency personnel to help protect

them. Poaching can have harmful effects on local

populations of these rare species just as it can on

establishing biological control sites.

What data are sensitive

Addressing problems of sensitive data requires

first ranking their sensitivity. The most sensitive

data could be related to issues of rarity, protected

status, or ownership, as described above. How-

ever, we asked data providers if it was actually the

species, the biological control agent, or the loca-

tion that was sensitive. We determined that it is

actually the location that is sensitive for both

species and biological control agents. The exact

locations of other organisms such as common

non-game species or non-native species found on

public lands are generally less sensitive than the

locations of game species, commercially valuable

species, non-native species on private lands, etc.

Our solution

We have been developing the website for the

National Institute of Invasive Species Science

(http://www.NIISS.org) that is built on the Global

Organism Detection and Monitoring system

(GODM). This organization is a U.S. Geological

Survey led consortium of federal to local agencies

and organizations that is intended as a forum for

resource managers to share information on the

location, abundance, and control measures for

species. During this development, we were re-

quired to create a method for handling sensitive

data that would still facilitate the sharing of

information.

There are several steps to be considered in

securing sensitive data. Important factors include:

(1) having a secure login system; (2) having a way

to categorize data as sensitive; and (3) effectively

managing sensitive data. Therefore, we have ta-

ken several steps to implement sensitive data

security. First, our website allows different levels

of access to website pages and functionality based

on a user’s login. Guests (the open user commu-

nity) can visit the website, but will have limited

access. Registered users may request to be ap-

proved for higher levels of access. These higher

levels include the ability to contribute and man-

age data, including sensitive data, to the website.

Second, before any registered user can con-

tribute data to the website database, they are

required to agree to a data sharing agreement.

One of the eight points in the agreement states:

‘‘The data provider warrants that they have made

the necessary agreements with the original own-

ers of the data and have the proper permissions so

that they can make the data available through the

National Institute of Invasive Species Science

database and website.’’ This statement is to en-

sure that the contributor of the data has permis-

sion for the data to be posted on the website from

the original data collectors. For example, some-

one wanting to post a location in their neighbor’s

yard would need permission from their neighbor

to post information about their neighbor’s private

property.

The third step taken to ensure sensitive data

security occurs with the actual data upload pro-

cess. All data contributed to the website are as-
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signed to a ‘‘project’’. Projects are created and

managed by website users, and the person who

created the project controls what other users be-

long to the project and therefore can contribute

data to the project (i.e., be a project contributor).

During the data upload process, the contributor is

asked if any of the data being added to the web-

site database needs to be marked as sensitive. If

so, they are given four choices for ‘data fuzzing’

including 7.5, 30 min, 1/2 �, or 1� grids. The

7.5 min gridding is currently implemented and the

others will be added in the future. We have sys-

tematic grids for the United States at these dif-

ferent resolutions. The data point will be assigned

to the grid cell it falls within, rather than gener-

ating a grid cell around the data point with it as

the bull’s eye. Restricting access to exact loca-

tions of sensitive species or biological control

agents also solves other problems dealing with

ways people could obtain the sensitive data. For

example, the savvy website user is thus unable to

determine the location of the sensitive species by

obtaining what other species were found with the

sensitive one and obtaining a location for those

collocated non-sensitive organisms through a

species search on the website, as the location of

the collocated organisms would be sensitive.

Data fuzzing is implemented based on a web-

site user’s login and project membership. A per-

son must be logged into the website and belong to

the data’s project to view and download exact

sensitive data locations. Other website users will

see the ‘fuzzed’ locations in the mapping appli-

cation or in a data spreadsheet and can only

download the ‘fuzzed’ locations (e.g., location as a

quarter-quad polygon if 7.5 min quadrangles were

chosen as the sensitivity level rather than a single

point).

The above steps ensure that the sensitive data

locations will be protected. However, recording

the exact locations in the website database is very

important for analyses. While the sensitive data

locations are not provided to non-project mem-

bers, the actual data are used for any users per-

forming analyses such as simple statistics or a

habitat suitability model for the species with

sensitive data. If the fuzzed locations (say at 1�
grid) were used in modeling, it would not be very

useful because the area is too large to determine

precise species–environment relationships with

other data layers. By using the exact location in

modeling, more information will be gained from

the environmental variables associated with the

sensitive locations. Thus, the exact locations can

still provide valuable input to models where the

results and not the original data are shown.

Conclusion

We propose that this solution balances the need

to share knowledge of invasive species locations

against the need to retain location sensitivity. We

are able to create distribution models and watch

lists for areas using sensitive data, while providing

locations at resolutions (e.g., quarter-quad) that

protect exact coordinates. These methods may

prove useful for other types of sensitive infor-

mation where specific locations are confidential.
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